
The Expeditors Brussels 
healthcare facility location 
offers unique benefits to 
shippers and consignees of 
regulated products. 

The facility, in partnership with Aviapartner, 

is strategically located at a first line location 

at Brussels Airport. This greatly minimizes 

the risk of transporting product off airport 

property to temporary storage or re-icing locations. Equipped to address both planned and 

unplanned cargo handling needs in a protected environment, the facility is designed to address 

multiple in-transit needs, with the space and capacity to handle a wide variety of temperature 

sensitive regulated healthcare shipments sizes. Expeditors provides the shipper a compliant and 

safe answer that will meet the new EU GDP guidelines while providing maximum protection and 

product integrity.
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Expeditors International nv
C/o Aviapartner
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1931 Brucargo
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Phone
00 +32 2 752 2700

Hours
24/7/365

Features
 + 1320 m² dedicated Pharma storage

 + 1200 m² ambient (+15˚C to +25˚C) storage

 + 120 m² refrigerated (+02˚C to +08˚C) storage

 + 30 m² frozen (-20˚C) storage

 + 4 full ULD storage areas for +15˚C to +25°C and +02˚C to +08˚C 

 + Racks to store loose cargo

 + Cool containers storage with re-charging points

 + 24/7 CCTV security monitoring

 + Temperature mapped and temperature monitored

 + 6 dock doors 

 + Capacity for 10 air pallets

 + Bonded airport property and capable of handling dangerous goods

 + GDP certified

 + Direct on air side (first line access to tarmac)

 + Fastest transit time available between air craft side and warehouse

 + No extra airport transfer needed

 + No extra operational handling needed

 + Quick access to re-packaging and re-icing for contingency operations

Capabilities
 + Passive packaging

 + Over-pack or un-pack

 + Gel pack and dry ice replenishment

 + Active packaging

 + Dry ice and battery replenishment

 + Electrical power plug in

 + Short-term product storage

 + Outbound consolidation and shipment preparation

 + Inbound regulatory clearance and/or deconsolidation
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